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Welcome

Learn about the State Water Plan

Ask questions of state officials and consultants

Offer comments and suggestions for the plan



Topics to Discuss

� Opening Remarks: Water Planning Council

� Overview of the Plan and Scope

� Work to Date: Workshop #1, Documents, Technical Evaluation

� OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND DISCUSSION

� Overview of the Planning Process

� Opportunities for Further Engagement

� Closing Remarks: Water Planning Council
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How the Water Planning Council Supports the Planning Process
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Water Planning 
Council

DEEP, DPH, 
PURA, OPM

WPC Steering 
Committee

Policy Work 
Group

Science/Tech 
Work Group

WPC Advisory 
Group

Review policy white papers

Help pre-screen options for consensus

Draft policy language for consensus-based options

Peer review of technical work products

Help confirm or fill data gaps

Identify case study opportunities to test

recommendations

Consider future management

structure

Help develop local implementation guidelines

Consider process for rapid approval of Draft Plan in 2017

Recommend the Plan

to the Legislature

Connecticut 
Citizens



Stay engaged and up to date

Water Planning Council Website:

� Events

� Deliverables

� Committee Notes

http://www.ct.gov/water
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Overview of the Plan and Scope



Origins of a State Water Plan for Connecticut

� Public Act 01-177 (2001): Established the Water Planning 

Council to “address issues involving the water companies, water 

resources, and state policies regarding the future of the state's drinking 

water supply.”

� Substitute House Bill 5540 (2016): Directed the WPC to 

develop a State Water Plan:

� Complete by 2017

� Must address 17 identified issues, at a minimum
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Different reasons, but common themes

• Over-allocation

• Limited supply

• More extreme events

• Consistent guidance for regional plans

• Many state water plans are reactive, 

some are pre-emptive

• All state plans aim to use available 

information wisely and efficiently

SCALE: State Plans are not 

overarching mandates, nor 

are they site-specific:  
• Statewide: Recommend 

strategies that could be 

beneficial across broad 

conditions and regions

• Regional: Provide consistent 

policies for regional planning

• Local: Provide a framework 

for decision making at local 

levels: priorities, incentives, 

guidelines



Connecticut’s Reasons are Pre-emptive and Progressive

� Connecticut has enjoyed an abundance of water

� Connecticut is the only state in the U.S. that protects public 

health by not drinking water that receives treated wastewater

� However, future conditions may put more stress on the 

state’s water and infrastructure:

� Climate Change

� Ecological flow needs

� Unused water registrations (“allocations”)

� Water quality trends
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More Specifically: 17 Key Issues for CT
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GOALS: Water Problems that Need Resolution

ID # DESCRIPTION

3

Recommend the utilization of the state's water 

resources, including surface and subsurface water, in 

a manner that balances public water supply, 

economic development, recreation, and ecological 

health.

4
Recommend steps to increase the climate resiliency 

of existing water resources and infrastructure.

7

Take into account desired ecological, recreational, 

agricultural, industrial, and commercial use of water 

bodies.

12

Take into account the ecological, environmental, 

public health and safety and economic impacts that 

implementation of the plan will have on the state.

16

Develop and recommend strategies to address 

climate resiliency including the impact of extreme 

weather events.

OTHER
Define ongoing roles and responsibilities of agencies, 

WPC, and work groups.

GOALS: What current or future problems 

are we trying to solve?

OPPORTUNITIES: These are potential options 

that could help solve the problems

OPTIONS: Water Management Strategies

ID # DESCRIPTION (PARAPHRASED)

5
Make recommendations for technology and infrastructure upgrades, 

interconnections and such major engineering works or special districts

6

Recommend land use and other measures, including an assessment of land 

acquisition or land protection needs, to ensure the desired quality and abundance of 

water and to promote development in concert with available water resources.

8
Inform residents of the state about the importance of water-resource stewardship 

and conservation.

9
Establish conservation guidelines and incentives for consumer water conservation 

with due consideration for energy efficiency.

10
Develop a water reuse policy with incentives for matching the quality of the water to 

the use.

13
Include short and long-range objectives and strategies to communicate and 

implement the plan.

14
Seek to incorporate regional and local plans and programs for water use and 

management and plans for water and sewerage facilities in the state water plan.

15 Promote intraregional solutions and sharing of water resources.

17
Identify modifications to laws and regulations that are necessary in order to 

implement the recommendations of the state water plan.

OTHER Registered Diversions, Class B  water, Drought Plan, Others?



Overview of the Planning Process
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PHASE I
Plan objectives and processes

Assessment of current conditions

Evaluation of future conditions

Framework for Phase II: 

(Goals and Options)

PHASE II
Consensus on policy recommendations

Pathways toward resolution

Decision framework

Ongoing Work of Committees, Workgroups, Advisory Group

Other Statewide Planning Processes (WUCC, Blue Plan)



Structure of the Scope
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PHASE I PHASE II

A Stakeholders • 1 Workshop

• 3 Public Meetings

• Others as needed

• 5 Workshops

• 3 Public Meetings

• Others as needed

B Policy Issues • Policy Assessment • Options

• Policy Recommendations

• Paths Forward

C Analytical Support • Demand

• Water Availability

• Climate Impacts

• Assessment of Options

• Analytical Support

D Documentation • White Papers

• Fact Sheet on Process

• Interim Report

• White Papers

• Fact Sheet on Decisions

• Draft Final Report



PHASE II

This is a Collaborative Process
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PHASE I

Workshop #1: Plan Framework: Goals and Water Management Options

Public Meeting – Eastern CT Public Meeting – Western CTPublic Meeting – Central CT

Workshop #2: 
Refinement of 

Options

Public Meeting after WS #3 Public Meeting before WS #6Public Meeting after WS #5

Workshop #6: 

Plan

Recommendations

Workshop #5: 

Policy

Recommendations

Workshop #4: 
Paths Forward / 

Decision 

Framework(s)

Workshop #3: 
Policies vs. 

Pathways



Anticipated Outcome of the 1-year Process
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Plan can include policy 
recommendations for 

well developed 
options with general 

consensus 

Plan can include pathways 
forward and decision 

processes for issues that 
cannot be resolved within 

the 1-year planning process

Plan can 
acknowledge that 
certain options are 

being addressed 
elsewhere



Work to Date

Workshop #1 (Goals and Opportunities)

Policy Assessment White Papers

Technical Evaluation of Supply, Demand, Quality



DRAFT Summary of High-Level Plan Objectives

Synopsis

� Provide balanced water 

use for all needs.

“Soundbites” (Not prioritized)

� Provide reliable and resilient supply for all 
uses 

� Promote public health and quality of life with 
high quality water

� Protect the environment

� Manage water cost-effectively

� Develop an implementable plan

� Prepare for uncertain future climate

� Use science and data to recommend action

� Involve Connecticut citizens in water 
management
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DRAFT

Results under review –

Presented for reference only.
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PURA

White Paper 1: Current Water Resources Mgt. Structure
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White Paper 2: Current Conservation Patterns, Trends, or Plans 

and Economic Development Trends

• How are water and land management related?

• What are current trends at different scales:
• Local

• Regional

• Statewide
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White Paper 3: Potential Water Management Activities

What options are available to address

the numerous goals of the Plan

and the challenges of implementation?
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White Paper 4: Future Water Management Challenges

Task 1B-4 White Paper: Future Water Management Challenges

• Some challenges are faced by every state, some 

are unique to Connecticut

• Challenges are not necessarily problems –

paper highlights the history and benefits of 

policies and also examines how they might 

affect future efforts

• Two categories:
• Challenges posed by CT’s regulatory framework

• Challenges specific to a water use or sector



White Paper Availability

� White papers will be posted to WPC website:

http://www.ct.gov/water
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Phase I Technical Evaluations
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Water Resource 

Inventory
List of natural and 

human-induced flows in 

44 regional basins

Climate Change
Feasible bounds on 

potential future climate 

conditions (Precip, Temp)

Current and Future 

Demands
Water Supply

Industrial/Energy

Ecological Needs

Agriculture

Recreation

Data Gaps
Important in 

understanding 

uncertainty

Supply/Demand 

Gap Analysis
1. Current Conditions

2. Future effects of:
Instream Flow

Registered Diversions

Climate Change

3. Platform for WHAT-IF 

Analysis in Phase II

What If …?



Questions ● Comments ● Discussion

Please state the following:

1. Your Name

2. Your town or affiliation

3. How you heard about this meeting



How the Planning Process Works



PHASE II

This is a Collaborative Process
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PHASE I

Workshop #1: Plan Framework: Goals and Water Management Options

Public Meeting – Eastern CT Public Meeting – Western CTPublic Meeting – Central CT

Workshop #2: 
Refinement of 

Options

Public Meeting after WS #3 Public Meeting before WS #6Public Meeting after WS #5

Workshop #6: 

Plan

Recommendations

Workshop #5: 

Policy

Recommendations

Workshop #4: 
Paths Forward / 

Decision 

Framework(s)

Workshop #3: 
Policies vs. 

Pathways



Workshop Participation
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Participants in Facilitated Discussion:

•Water Planning Council 

•WPC Steering Committee

Facilitator

Policy Work 
Group

WPC Advisory 
Group

Science/Tech 
Work Group

Questions &        Counsel to Chairs
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Comments

Questions

Observations

Comments

Questions

Observations



A New Framework for Connecticut
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� Issues become intractable if values 
conflict.

� Perceived solutions (options) are 
often cast as objectives:

� Build a new reservoir

� Enhance conservation

� Need common ground in objectives:

� Supply Reliability

� Environmental Protection

� Then the merits of options can be 
compared against specific goals.



Connecticut’s 17 Statutory “Issues” – WHY and HOW
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GOALS: Water Problems that Need Resolution

ID # DESCRIPTION

3

Recommend the utilization of the state's water 

resources, including surface and subsurface water, in 

a manner that balances public water supply, 

economic development, recreation, and ecological 

health.

4
Recommend steps to increase the climate resiliency 

of existing water resources and infrastructure.

7

Take into account desired ecological, recreational, 

agricultural, industrial, and commercial use of water 

bodies.

12

Take into account the ecological, environmental, 

public health and safety and economic impacts that 

implementation of the plan will have on the state.

16

Develop and recommend strategies to address 

climate resiliency including the impact of extreme 

weather events.

OTHER
Define ongoing roles and responsibilities of agencies, 

WPC, and work groups.

WHY: Need to avoid gaps in satisfying 

current and future water needs

HOW: These are potential options that 

the Plan will consider to avoid gaps

OPTIONS: Water Management Strategies

ID # DESCRIPTION (PARAPHRASED)

5
Make recommendations for technology and infrastructure upgrades, 

interconnections and such major engineering works or special districts

6

Recommend land use and other measures, including an assessment of land 

acquisition or land protection needs, to ensure the desired quality and abundance of 

water and to promote development in concert with available water resources.

8
Inform residents of the state about the importance of water-resource stewardship 

and conservation.

9
Establish conservation guidelines and incentives for consumer water conservation 

with due consideration for energy efficiency.

10
Develop a water reuse policy with incentives for matching the quality of the water to 

the use.

13
Include short and long-range objectives and strategies to communicate and 

implement the plan.

14
Seek to incorporate regional and local plans and programs for water use and 

management and plans for water and sewerage facilities in the state water plan.

15 Promote intraregional solutions and sharing of water resources.

17
Identify modifications to laws and regulations that are necessary in order to 

implement the recommendations of the state water plan.

OTHER Registered Diversions, Class B  water, Drought Plan, Others?



Specific Plan Objectives (not prioritized) 

(numbers in parentheses map to the 17 issues)

� (#1, #2, #3, #7) Promote resilient supply for ALL current and future water needs 

using available surface and groundwater:
� Recreational

� Ecological

� Drinking water supply (public and private)

� Agricultural

� Industrial / Energy

� Commercial 

� Wastewater discharge

� (#12) Define and address impacts to ecology, environment, public health and safety, 

economic health, community health, and overall quality of life.

� (#4, #16) Ensure recommended water management strategies are resilient to 

uncertain future climate and regulatory conditions (hydrologically, ecologically, etc).

� (Other) Develop an implementable Plan with an effective management structure 

and reliable funding mechanisms

� (Other) Make progress on each identified water management option.

� (#11) Produce a plan that is scientifically based and data driven, while 

understanding the information gaps.

� (Other) Manage water system cost and security.

� (#8, from the “HOW” list) Educate citizens on water management decisions.
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GOALS: Water Problems and Opportunities

ID # DESCRIPTION (Wording per statute)

3

Recommend the utilization of the state's water 

resources, including surface and subsurface water, in a 

manner that balances public water supply, economic 

development, recreation, and ecological health.

4
Recommend steps to increase the climate resiliency of 

existing water resources and infrastructure.

7

Take into account desired ecological, recreational, 

agricultural, industrial, and commercial use of water 

bodies.

12

Take into account the ecological, environmental, 

public health and safety and economic impacts that 

implementation of the plan will have on the state.

16

Develop and recommend strategies to address climate 

resiliency including the impact of extreme weather 

events.

OTHER
Define ongoing roles and responsibilities of agencies, 

WPC, and work groups.

Information Gathering / Sharing

ID # DESCRIPTION (Wording per statute)

1

ID the quantities and quality of water that are 

available for public water supply, health, economic, 

recreation, and environmental benefits on a regional 

basin scale considering both surface water and GW.

2
Identify present and projected demands for water 

resources on a state-wide and regional basin scale

11
Meet data collection and analysis needs to provide for 

data driven water planning and permitting decisions.

Results under review –

Presented for reference only.



Water Management Options to be Addressed in the Plan

� (#5) Technology and facility improvements/replacement

� (#6) Land use practices and protection

� (#8, #13) Public education – short and long term

� (#9) Conservation and incentives

� (#10) Water Reuse and Greywater use

� (#14) Incorporation of existing plans

� (#15) Regionalization and appropriate interconnections

� (#17) Changes to laws / regulations

� (#14) Wastewater management

� (#13) Identify funding mechanisms for Plan implementation

� (#13) Develop monitoring plan for Plan implementation

� Address registered diversions

� Future Class B water for non-potable uses

� Implement instream flow regulations

� Statewide drought planning

� Water use accounting

� Stormwater management

� GW and private well monitoring and protection

� Desalination

� Flood management
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OPTIONS: Water Management Strategies

ID # Description (paraphrased, but wording per statute)

5
Make recommendations for technology and infrastructure upgrades, 

interconnections and such major engineering works or special districts

6

Recommend land use and other measures, including an assessment of 

land acquisition or land protection needs, to ensure the desired quality 

and abundance of water and to promote development in concert with 

available water resources.

8
Inform residents of the state about the importance of water-resource 

stewardship and conservation.

9
Establish conservation guidelines and incentives for consumer water 

conservation with due consideration for energy efficiency.

10
Develop a water reuse policy with incentives for matching the quality of 

the water to the use.

13
Include short and long-range objectives and strategies to communicate 

and implement the plan

14

Seek to incorporate regional and local plans and programs for water use 

and management and plans for water and sewerage facilities in the 

state water plan.

15 Promote intraregional solutions and sharing of water resources.

17
Identify modifications to laws and regulations that are necessary in 

order to implement the recommendations of the state water plan.

OTHER Other options from workshop / committee work

DRAFT

Results under review –

Presented for reference only.



Opportunities for Engagement



Learn more from the fact sheet
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Stay engaged and up to date

Water Planning Council Website:

� Events

� Deliverables

� Committee Notes

http://www.ct.gov/water
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Other Upcoming Meetings

� Phase II Workshops 

(opportunities for public comment)

� #2: Nov 17, 2016

� #3: Jan 12, 2017

� #4: Feb 2, 2017

� #5: Feb 16, 2017

� #6: Apr 20, 2017

� Phase II Public Meetings

� Jan 2017

� Feb 2017

� Apr 2017

Following workshop sequence
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Final Thoughts

What we hope you’ll take 
with you:

� This plan will be based on 
the consensus of 
stakeholders

� Your voice can influence the 
decision makers

� Planning doesn’t solve all 
local problems, but it 
provides a consistent 
framework to address them.

What we hope you’ll bring 

back:

� Questions

� Ideas

� More people
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